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List of Officers

Forthcoming UK Show Dates

Spring Stampex: 26th Feb. - 2nd Mar. Business Design Centre, Islington. (Angel tube) 
Spring Philatex: 27th Feb. - 1st Mar. Royal Horticultural Halls, Greycoat Street. (Victoria tube)

Autumn Stampex: 17th - 21st Sep. Business Design Centre, Islington. (Angel tube) 
Autumn Philatex: 30th Oct - 1st Nov. Royal Horticultural Halls, Greycoat Street. (Victoria tube)

See http://www.stampex.ltd.uk/index.html and http://www.stampshows.co.uk/ respectively.
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Membership News

New Members
John Coates 55 Albany Road, Hersham, Surrey, KT12 5QG, UK
 John is a member from many years ago making a welcome return.
Shameer Kassim PO Box 380, Mochudi, BOTSWANA
Tim Mahon Suite 212, 20 Winchcombe Street, Cheltenham, Glos., GL52 2LY, UK
 Another returnee, Tim was a member in 1986, when the Society formed. He collects 

stamps and postal history of Ascension, Basutoland, Bechuanaland and RSA.
Morris Taber 2856 Renfrew, Ann Arbor, MI 48105, USA
Martin Taylor De Montfort Stamp Co., PO Box 6, Thurnby, Leicester, LE7 9ZU, UK
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News

2002 AGM

The 2002 AGM took place on 18th September at the Camden Head Pub in Islington. The post 
of Chairman was vacant, due to the death of Tony Chilton, and ,with the movement of Brian 
Trotter to fill this position, we also needed a new Secretary. The full list of officers is on p.1363. 
The minutes will appear in the next Runner News. Note we now have an American representative, 
Peter Thy.

There was one ‘surprise’ item - not on the published agenda - the voting of Honorary Life 
Membership of the Bechuanalands and Botswana Society to Sir John Inglefield-Watson. I am 
sure all members will join me in congratulating him on this, in recognition of his many years of 
excellent contributions to the Society and to Bechuanalands philately in general.

A new catalogue from BotswanaPost
BotswanaPost has just released a catalogue of all issued Botswana stamps and first day covers to 
2000. The catalogue is in A5 format and contains 68 pages. The catalogue was prepared by Sheila 
Case of Stamps Botswana and the Botswana Philatelic Society and is available from the Philatelic 
Bureau, Botswana Post, P.O. Box 100, Gaborone, Botswana. The price is P25 plus postage and 
packaging   (PT)

New Postal Rates
The postal rates have been adjusted to include 10% VAT with effect from 2nd July 2002. The last 
rate increase was on 1st September 2001. A summary of the important new rates along with the old 
2001 rates is given below. 

September 1st, 2001 July 2nd, 2002
Surface Air Surface Air

Postcard within Botswana 50t 55t
Postcard to Abroad 80t P1.75 90t P1.95

Letter within Botswana 50t 55t
Letter to Europe P1.30 P2.50 P1.45 P2.75

Letter to USA P1.50 P3.00 P1.65 P3.30
Aerogramme P1.75 P1.95

Detailed information can be obtained from http://www.botspost.co.bw (PT)

2002 AGM: (from left to right) Dennis Firth, John Inglefield-Watson, Brian Trotter, Alan MacGregor, David Wall, 
Neville Midwood, Mike Hall, Brian Hurst (photo courtesy Peter Van der Molen)
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Awards
At the Algoapex 2002 National Philatelic Exhibition, 23rd - 26th October 2002 in Port Elizabeth 
Neville Midwood and Brian Trotter received a Large Vermeil for their “Revenues of Southern Africa: 
Part 1, The Bechuanalands”. The black and white version, given as a free supplement with Runner 
Post #55, also received a Congress Award from the PFSA.

R.J.F. ‘Andy’ Andersson from Peter Thy
R.J.F. ‘Andy’ Andersson died August 27th at the age of 80 in a Gaborone hospital 
after a few years of fading health. The philately of Botswana and Bechuanaland 
has lost one of it founding fathers.

Andy was born in Cape Town as the youngest of nine children. He served in the 
Duke’s Own Rifles during World War 2 and trained after the war as a meteorologist 
in the Royal Air Force. He served as meteorologist on Tristan da Cunha until, in 
October 1957, he was appointed as Director for the newly founded Bechuanaland 
Meteorological Services.

Andy arrived in Bechuanaland and settled down and made Botswana his new homeland. It is 
probably not incidental that Andy and Barbara moved into The Barn House at Crocodile Pools next 
to the Lion Park just outside Gaborone. Andy brought with him his strong interest in philately 
and early became active in the Philatelic Society of Bechuanaland and Mafeking. Early Mafeking 
covers commemorating the Scout movement were likely Andy’s creation and combined philately 
with another of his favourite activities. Later he was instrumental in founding Botswana Philatelic 
Society and was active as its chairman until poor health forced him to step down a few years ago. 
In this capacity he had a marked influence on several generations of stamp collectors in Botswana 
as well as on an ever continuing flow of expatriated professionals that, often to Andy’s regret, only 
stayed in Botswana a few years. It is a tribute to Andy’s influence that the Philatelic Society is as 
vibrant as ever and has been able to survive without Andy’s direct leadership.

It is probably less known that Andy served as curator and consultant to the Philatelic Services and 
as a member of the Stamp Advisory Committee for many years. It is also fair to say that he can be 
credited with building the Philatelic Museum. Andy designed a long list of Botswana stamps and 
stationery but only rarely allowed his name to appear on the stamps (see for example Scott 602-
5). He also designed nearly all of Botswana’s special cancellers over a long period. Andy’s main 
influence was his direct contact with stamp collectors in Botswana and overseas. He was a mentor 
and a friend that will truly be missed by many.

A personal appreciation of Andy Andersson from David Wall
My memories of Andy are, inevitably, limited to my time in Botswana in the 80s and early 90s. 
Others will, I am sure, be better able to provide a more detailed retrospective of his long and varied 
life. Perhaps even Barbara, when she feels able, might like to provide her own recollections of 
Andy’s life.

Andy founded the Botswana Philatelic Society and remained chairman of the society well into 
the 1990s. He was also this Society’s representative in Botswana from its inception - and made a 
rare, and possibly unique, appearance at a Society meeting when he attended our meeting at the 
Alexandra Palace in 1990. 

But it was his dedication to all aspects of Botswana philately for which he will be best remembered. 
He was instrumental in establishing the Botswana Postal Museum; in obtaining vast funds from the 
Botswana Government that were largely spent at the Holmes auction in order to give the museum 
a kick-start; and in overseeing the museum during the early years of its existence.  He (along with 
Alec Campbell and the late David Finlay) also formally “advised” the Botswana Postal Services 
for many years on all things to do with the issuing of stamps. It was their success that ensured a 
sensible new issuing policy for Botswana stamps: collectors weren’t flooded with new issues; the 
topics covered by new issues had specific relevance to Botswana; and, wherever possible, artists 
based in Botswana were invited to submit designs for future issues. Andy was also involved in 
commissioning designs for first-day covers, special covers and air letter forms.

But most philatelists knew Andy though his chairmanship of the BPS. He was always very keen to 
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encourage beginners - and enthusiastically organised junior stamp exhibitions for the local schools 
in Gaborone.  The BPS met once a month, usually in the highly salubrious surroundings of the 
Gaborone Sun, which Andy had negotiated for some nominal fee.  Andy was always very keen to 
maximum attendances at meetings - and on one memorable occasion ushered in to the meeting 
four unsuspecting Japanese businessmen, who happened to be wandering around that part of the 
hotel. They sat politely for several minutes of preamble from Andy before the mistake was realised 
and they made their escape. 

For the December meetings Andy and Barbara would usually invite members to their home (and 
farm a few miles outside Gaborone) for a festive “braai” - and it was always one of the high spots 
of the year. 

Andy was a very warm-hearted individual - though he was more than willing to speak out when 
things displeased him! Like so many of us, he never had the time or the inclination to commit to 
his vast treasure store of knowledge to paper. Given his close involvement in the design and issuing 
of Botswana stamps I suspect it is this aspect of the philatelic history of the region that has lost 
most through his sad passing.

I am sure everyone who knew him, both in the BPS and the BBS, will miss him and will wish to 
extend our sympathies to Barbara and the family.

Items of Interest

Botswana definitives used as Postage Dues
Our secretary, Mike Hall, sent in some examples of Botswana stamps used as postage dues. Both are 
usages from July 1982 in Gaborone.

Do any members have other examples?

Botswana 1982
Above: Windowed envelope (it was addressed to Barclays Bank)

from Durban, date not clear,  paid 8c by pair of 4c Protea.
Red circular taxe mark T/10 covered by Botswana 1t and 2t 1978

Birds definitive stamps used as postage dues at Gaborone on 27th July 1982.

Right: Small piece showing part meter impression 8c of Johannesburg, taxe mark
and 3t 1978 definitive used as a postage due at Gaborone 1st July 1982.
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W.A.H. Harbor of 
Mochudi
Peter Thy writes:

W. H. Harbor is well known to 
postal history collectors. His 
characteristic handwriting 
is seen on many covers and 
postal stationery. He was 
a collector and dealer who 
corresponded widely with 
collectors worldwide before, 
during and after the Boer 
war (see Catterall, RP#18). As 
shown by this 1912 receipt, 
W.H. Harbor was also dealing 
in other objects than stamps.

It reads “Received from Mr. Revington(?) the sum of Thirty Seven Pounds 10/- price agreed for 7 
Donkeys. If not accepted money to be refunded at once.”

It is signed, with the date over the stamp, W.H. Harbor Oct 7 1912

Cape Post Office Savings Bank Book Used by Bechuanaland Resident
Peter Thy writes:

The Savings Bank was established 

in the Cape Colony in 1884. The 
first Savings Bank offices were opened in the Protectorate around 1917-19 (Francistown, Serowe, 
and Lobatsi). Thus in 1898, the nearest Savings Bank for a Protectorate resident was at the Cape 
Post Office in Mafeking. The owner (Ernest Frederick Slimore?) of the savings book shown here 
was a Cape policeman that opened the account in 1898 in Belmont, Griqualand West. The book 
was used in Belmont, Douglas, and finally Mafeking. Douglas is also located in Griqualand West. 
In 1899, he moved to Mochudi and kept his savings account active. Because he corrected the 
address given in the book, we can prove the book’s Bechuanaland connection. The last movement 
on the book was in October 1899, leaving a total of £7 7s still remaining on the book. This was a 
substantial amount in 1899, and it must be assumed that the owner either died or lost his book.
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SG167 Overprint Letter 

A very interesting letter was shown at this years AGM, by our new secretary, Mike Hall. It appears 
to be at least the second in a series of correspondence letters between the Department of Posts and 
Telegraphs in Lobatsi and Mr Buffham.

Ed. - With little knowledge of the QEII stamps myself, and armed with only Commonwealth Part 1, 
I came up with lots of questions: Does anyone have more in this series of correspondence? 
Was the reason for not using the 4½d that it was too dark? Is this new printing of 
SG153 and overprinting to SG167 distinguishable? Do I assume delivery of the SG153 
supplies would take about 6 weeks? When did the overprinting occur? Type II printing? 
Any member feel inspired to comment or to write an article?

A 1961 letter (shown slightly reduced) regarding solutions to the shortage of 1 Rand on 10/-, SG167
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Rarer Stamps Study: A progress report
by Steve Wallace
It is eight years since the initial article by the late 
David Finlay presented in RP#36 in which he 
listed and photocopied as many of the stamps 
as possible at the time which were deemed to be 
‘Rarer’ items.

In RP#46 (March 1997), following David’s death 
and an unsuccessful attempt to retrieve his 
records, the current ‘Rarer’ Stamps study was born. 
Sufficient ‘Rarer’ stamps have since been recorded 
to justify publication of a progress report.

David Finlay asked ‘How many of these stamps 
still exist (today) and where are they?’ To 
answer both these questions involves constant 
monitoring of auction catalogues, dealers’ lists 
and offers from their stocks, and reports from the 
society’s members.

The ‘Rarer’ Stamps study record cards list the 
history of each individual item as far as known; 
in some cases going back some quite considerable 
time, e.g. from the 1920’s.

Stamps from the Royal Collection are included in 
the banding totals (tabulated right), but examples 
known to be in archives or museums are not.

Where quantities recorded are in mint or used 
state only, the possibility always remains that the 
unrecorded state might turn up.

In a few instances ,e.g. SG131a, SG159b, SG163a, 
all examples are known to originate from a 
single sheet. SG99a is also thought to fit into this 
category.

Four items (indicated on the table as [NEW]) 
have been added to the study since the RP#46 
article.

More than 15 examples of two items previously 
in the study, SG4a mint and SG23c used, have 
already been recorded and these items are now 
excluded from the ‘Rarer’ Stamps study. The list in 
the table reflects these amendments.

The rarity bandings in the table result from 
a relatively small number of Bechuanalands 
& Botswana Society members’ reports of their 
own holdings and also sightings both in 
auction catalogues and in dealers’ stocks. THESE 
ARE CERTAINLY NOT COMPREHENSIVE AND 
SHOULD NOT BE REGARDED NOR QUOTED AS 
A DEFINITIVE STATEMENT OF THE NUMBER OF 
EXAMPLES THAT EXIST, NOR OF RELATIVE SCARCITY. However, they are the best indication that we 
are able to provide. This study is ongoing, it depends on members’ reports.

In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge the assistance I have received in the preparation of this 
article from John Inglefield-Watson, Brian Hurst and David Beech F.R.P.S.L. at the British Library.

Item Mint Used
SG1a A 0
SG4b 0 0
SG5a B A
SG5b 0 B
SG6a A A
SG6b 0 B
SG8a A A
SG9a 0 0

SG26a 0 A
SG29a A 0

SG30ca A 0
SG30e A 0
SG31a A 0
SG31b A 0
SG31c A 0
SG38c A A
SG38e A 0

[NEW] SG39a A
SG39a (used gaberones) A

SG39e A 0
SG44a A A
SG46a B B
SG47a A 0
SG48a A 0
SG49a A 0
SG50a A 0
SG53a 0 A
SG53b A 0
SG53c 0 C

SG53cb 0 A
SG53 (green surcharge) 0 A

[NEW] SG53 (‘fonr’ in ‘fourpence’) 0 A
[NEW] SG53 (albino ‘pence’) A 0

 [NEW] SG53 (albino ‘Protect’) A 0
SG54d A A
SG55b A 0
SG55c A 0

SG69a (used only) A
SG99a A 0

SG131a A 0
SG159b A 0
SG163a A 0

RARITY BANDS: (based on numbers recorded by the study)
0 - none recorded
A - 1 to 5 examples
B - 6 to 10 examples
C - 11 to 15 examples

Items added since the RP#46 article are marked [NEW]
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Recent Botswana Issues

Chobe Wetlands Part 2 
(12th December 2001)

Consisting of five values and a mini-sheet (illustrated)

Snakes 
(22nd March 2002)
As mention in Runner Post #55 
the issue consists of four values

Designed by Peter Lodeon.

Forthcoming issues, illustrated in the next Runner Post, include:

Botswana Pottery May 31, 2002 4 values 
50t, P2, P2.50, P3

Golden Jubilee QEII  July 25, 2002 2 values 
55t, P2.75

Mammals of Botswana August 5, 2002 16 values 
5t, 10t, 20t, 30t, 40t, 55t, 90t, P1, P1.45, P1.95, P2.20, P2.75, P3.30,P4, P5, P15 
(This is the 8th definitive series and is designed by Judith Greenwood Penny, a local artist)
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International Reply Coupons Of Bechuanaland/Botswana.

by Leon Jacobson

The Reply Coupon Concept
The International Reply Coupon (IRC) is almost totally ignored by most philatelists who tend to 
refer to them, if they are indeed aware of them, as cinderellas. Yet this is not correct. The IRC is a 
legitimate post office issue, carries (usually) a cancellation and is simply a form of prepayment for 
postage stamps and which can be redeemed for such almost anywhere in the world. They are in 
fact similar to the Reply Paid postcard. A collection of IRC’s, then, certainly has its own charms. 
Issued in a variety of  types directly from the UPU, they also reflect changing postal rates and often 
feature clear and unusual postmarks.

A sister to the IRC was the Commonwealth Reply Coupon (which began life as the Imperial Reply 
Coupon). These were issued to reflect the preferential postage rates operating within the Empire/
Commonwealth. 

This short article will illustrate those IRC’s from Bechuanaland and Botswana known to me. As 
this article make no pretence at being complete, I would therefore appreciate hearing from anyone 
who may have any coupons in their collections including those which may have been issued in 
more recent years. 

Coupon Types
IRC’s were issued in four basic designs, viz, Rome, London, Vienna and Lausanne. Thus far, I have 
only seen Bechuanaland / Botswana examples of the London, Vienna and Lausanne designs, the 
latter of which is still current. It would appear that Bechuanaland used South African coupons 
until the middle or late 60’s, possibly when local self government was achieved but before full 
independence as Botswana. (Was this the case with postal orders?).

Within each of these basic designs, a number of different types exist. The numbering is based 
on the book by Cocatre (as enlarged by A.Hauck, 1961)1 together with updates published in the 
FIAS Blätter ( the newsletter of the Society for the study of International Reply Coupons based in 
Germany). Not all types were issued to all countries. When a country needs coupons, it requisitions 
a batch, the size of which depends upon its needs, from the UPU. The UPU then prints a quantity 
to satisfy this demand. These print orders often have small changes made to the basic design. 
Unless requisitions are made regularly, not all types would be issued to each country. 

If any reader has a coupon which does not fit into this scheme please send a photocopy of BOTH 
sides together with a note on the watermark e.g., type, upright, sideways left or right, etc.) to either 
myself or the editor. Additional information on dates of use would also be most welcome. I would 
also be interested in obtaining copies of new and old coupons.

Figures 1a,1b: London Format 
Type 17A (front and back)
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i) International Reply Coupons
London Format

10c Type 17A: Arabic in small type.

Figures 1a and 1b show an example which is rubber stamped “REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA” in violet. 
Only date seen: 18 Mar 70.

Vienna Format

10c Type 19: wmk small multiple, single lined UPU.

Earliest date seen: 28.07.71; latest date seen: 17.11.71

Lausanne Format
The coupons for Botswana are without a printed (or even hand stamped) indication of the price 
for which they were sold. This enabled the post office to set a price in line with the then current 
postage rates without having to officially overprint or rubber stamp current stock. Regrettably, 
I have little on the prices for which these coupons were sold at the post office at the time they 
were purchased. A search of the newsletter of the “Forschungsgemeinschaft Internationale 
Antwortscheine” FIAS-Report, for the period 1968-76 reveals that the first Botswana 
Lausanne issue, Type 22, sold for 30c at the time of issue2. It is possible that prices were 
subsequently increased in line with the inflation of those years. Perhaps someone with official 
Post Office price lists which list IRCs could assist.

Figures 2a,2b: Vienna Format 
Type 19 (front and back)

Figures 3a,3b: Lausanne Format - Type 22 (front 
and back)
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Type 22 Horizontal watermark. The left hand block has three lines of instructions....

Earliest date seen: 24.04.78; latest date seen: 20.12.89

Type 24 Horizontal watermark. 
The left hand block has two lines 
of instructions. The reverse is the 
same as Type 22.

Earliest date seen: 24.04.78; latest 
date seen: 20.12.89

Type 25 Vertical watermark 
otherwise same as Type 24.

Earliest date seen: 26.11.93

Type 29 Vertical watermark. 
Design changes: date of printing in 
bottom left hand margin and new 
numbering system at top right. The 
wording of these coupons have 
now changed as they no longer 
represent an exchange for postage 
stamps equivalent to a minimum 
surface mail cost but instead reads 
in English  “...postage for a priority 
item or an unregistered letter sent 
by air...”

Earliest date seen: 09.06.00

b) Commonwealth Reply 
Coupons

South African Coupons Used 
In Bechuanaland
5d / 3d   Type 10       New value 
rubber stamped in violet.

Redemption qualification reads: 
“Exceptionally .......   in India and 
Pakistan is 2½ Annas”.

Botswana Coupon

Figure 4:(left) Lausanne Format 
Types 24, 25 (front)

Figure 6:(left) Commonwealth Reply 
Coupon - Type 10

Figure 5:(right) Lausanne Format 
- Type 29
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6c  Type 17

Redemption qualification reads: 
“Exceptionally ....... in India is 20 
paise, ......”.

Numbers printed
Searching through a selection of back issues of the newsletter of the Society of Reply Coupon 
Collectors, “The Reply Coupon Collector” (henceforth the RCC) for the years 1968-1976 I have 
managed to unearth some additional details relating to Botswana coupons. The society was based 
in the USA and I do not know whether it is still in existence or how many subsequent newsletters 
were issued.

With reference to numbers issued, the RCC lists 3 two thousand Type 19 10c coupons being printed 
in 1974. A second reference 4 lists two thousand Lausanne issue Type 22 coupons being issued for 
the period January-March 1975 with a further issue of two thousand for the period April to June 
1975. These are apparently official UPU figures. To put these numbers into perspective, during 
the last quarter of 1974, the USA requisitioned two and a half million coupons whilst St Helena 
requisitioned two hundred coupons!

References
1Cocatre, A. 1961. A Type Chart for International Reply Coupons and a Catalogue of International 
Reply Coupons issued by the U.S.A. Translated, annotated and enlarged by A. Hauck. Published by 
J.R.McGee for the Society of Reply Coupon Collectors.
2 FIAS-Report No 20, 1976. 
3 RCC volume 20 (4), 1974 
4 RCC volume 21 (4-7), 1975. 
Perhaps an energetic reader based in Germany or the USA with access to extensive runs of these 
newsletters could look through them for additional information. If any member can help please 
drop me a line.

L. Jacobson, P.O.Box 316, Kimberley 8300, South Africa 
e-mail: jake@kimberley.co.za

Revenues Supplement: New finds
Since the issue of the Revenue Supplement with RP#55 examples of revenue usage of three of the 
KGVI seahorses, BP.SG84, BP.SG86 and BP.SG89 (left to right below) have been received.

Figure 7:(left) Commonwealth Reply 
Coupon - Type 17
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The Life of a Botswana Postage Stamp Designer by Peter Lodeon

In the Beginning: The Papal Visit 1988
In the not too distant past, about August 1987, the ever-reliable British Broadcasting Corporation 
reported that Pope John Paul II would visit Botswana the following September. The papal itinerary 
would include five southern African nations, though the then-extant homelands and South Africa 
were to be by-passed.
Botswana postal authorities realized that here was an opportunity of historical importance. Too 
little time remained to issue a postage stamp, but a commemorative cover would be possible if a 
portrait painter could be swiftly located.
I was thus ‘discovered’ through my long connection to the Botswana Philatelic Society and within 
a few days, I began work on an oil-on-canvas portrait of the Pope. I portrayed the affable John Paul 
II, tonsure upon his pate and gold chain and crucifix around his neck, and soon His Holiness was 
ready for the printing press.
At that point, however, it was learned that the Pope was to visit Botswana not that September, but 
the following September 1988. With an entire year at hand, a postage stamp issue became a clear 
possibility, and shortly thereafter, I received my first commission as a postage stamp designer.
The Botswana Postal Services requested two stamp designs, for the papal visit would be a two-
day event, September 13th and 14th, 1988. In addition to the original facial portrait, I created a 
design of the Pontiff attired in white robe and red cape, with his hands spread and palms upward 
in blessing. I completed the second painting in January 1988 in Minnesota, my home state in the 
USA, and shipped it on the coldest day of the winter to Botswana.
A member of the Lutheran Church myself, I have Roman Catholic friends who leaked the story 
to the press, that a local Minnesotan was painting the Pope for publication as a postage stamp in 
Africa. That was hot news, apparently, for the newspaper, the radio, the TV, and even Linn’s Stamp 
News wrote me up. (You will also find the story in certain Norwegian newspapers, though that is 
another matter.)
I was a bit embarrassed by all the clatter, though I doubt the Pope even took notice. My face turned 
a further shade of red when about July 1988, after returning to Botswana, I was informed that the 
entire stamp issue was to be cancelled. The Pontiffs visit was deemed, naturally enough, more a 
religious event than an affair of state. My first designs seemed rather destined for the postal reject 
archives than the pages of the Stanley Gibbons catalogue of world postage stamps.
Destiny smiled upon me as Botswana government authorities reconsidered. Vice-President Peter 
Mmusi, a devoted Roman Catholic, suggested that the Pope did indeed represent the Vatican, a 
postage stamp issuing nation in its own right. Furthermore, Vice-President Mmusi argued that the 
Holy Father should be given full four-stamp honours. Two new stamps were thus created, being 
close-ups of the first two designs, and the four-stamp set on First Day Cover appeared exactly as 
the papal aircraft landed at Sir Seretse Khama Airport outside Gaborone on the 13th of September.
The First Day Cover canceller I designed using the silver and gold keys of St. Peter, the first Pope. It 
is the only time I have ‘drawn’ that assignment. A very discriminating collector will also note that 
I myself lettered the First Day Cover. A printer would not have printed the ‘u’ in ‘Paul’ backwards, 
as I did. Of all my cover and stamp designs, I still consider the Pope FDC the best.
From two designs, first accepted but then rejected, came eventually the four stamps that stand 
catalogued in Stanley Gibbons. And for my debut in the area of stamp design, I now add my name 
to those who live in gratitude to the Holy Father in Rome.
Many thanks to Peter for the first in a series of articles on his stamp designs
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The small figure ‘1’ (SG41a)
by Brian Hurst
The overprinting of the 1d. ‘unappropriated dies’ stamp for use in the Protectorate produced some 
interesting varieties, the most well-known of these being the small figure ‘1’ in the ‘1d’ of the 
overprint. This variety occurs at three different positions in the overprint setting of 120 (10 rows 
of 12 stamps), at position 52 (row 5, stamp 4), position 74 (row 7, stamp 2) and position 110 (row 
10, stamp 2). At each position a distinctly different small ‘1’ was employed.

A brief article appeared previously in Runner Post #10, page 164. This article was illustrated by the 
variety in pair with normal, but failed to mention the sheet position from which the illustration 
was taken. The small figure ‘1’ is also mentioned by Holmes, who illustrates stamps 52 and 74 in 
plate 9 of his book, but at page 84 dismisses stamp 110 with the comment “ No. 110 has another 
type of small figure ‘1’ “. Sir John Inglefield-Watson sought to clarify matters with his follow up 
article in Runner Post #11, page 182, but admitted that he had no copy of stamp 110 and gave his 
description of it from notes he had taken based on a copy he had seen.

I was able recently to show John a positional block from my own collection which includes stamp 
110 and proves his description ‘intermediate position’ to be incorrect. He is happy for me to state 
on his behalf that he acknowledges his description was wrong. Since the two articles mentioned 
above have found their way in the ‘Presentation Issue’ of Runner Post which is normally given to 

new members, and also since I can trace no previous illustration of stamp 
110, I feel the time has arrived to publish photos of all three varieties.

Stamp 52.
This can most easily be recognised by the fact that, unlike the other two, the 
top of the ‘1’ lines up with the top of the letter ‘d’. The upper serif is also 
more sharply pointed. I am indebted to Sir John Inglefield-Watson for the 
loan of this stamp, since I do not personally own a copy.

Stamp 74.
The base of the ‘1’ lines up with the base of the ‘d’. The top right corner of the 
vertical stroke is cut away. The top serif slopes slightly downwards to the left. I 
should perhaps point out that every copy I have so far seen also has a distinct 
break in the vertical stroke of the first ‘t’ of ‘Protectorate’. This is quite clear 
from the stamp illustrated, which is the centre stamp of a positional block of 
nine. I would be very grateful if any member could let me have confirmation 
of this from copies in their own collection (hurst-chemist@msn.com).

Stamp 110.
The base of the ‘1’ lines up with the base of the ‘d’, but the top of the vertical 
stroke is rectangular, the top serif is horizontal, and the serif at the base is 
much longer than on stamp 74. The stamp illustrated is the lower right-hand 
stamp from a positional corner block of four.

The definition of a small ‘1’ is, I suggest, a figure 1 where the overall height 
is noticeably less than normal. I thought it could be useful, therefore, if I 
took some actual measurements based on the overall length of the upright of 
the ‘1’ on each of the three stamps, measured from the tip to the bottom of 
the lower serif. The results were interesting. No.74 is the winner at 2.12mm, 
followed by No.110 at 2.28mm. No.52 trails in third at 2.34mm which is 
getting perilously close to the normal height of a figure ‘1’ in the overprint 
which measures out at 2.45mm. I had a think about this, and decided that 
it’s not so much that stamp 52 has a small ‘1’, but more that the ‘1’ draws 
attention to itself by being significantly out of line. It also has a different type 
of upper serif to the norm which, with its downward sweep to the left makes 
the figure appear smaller than it really is. Maybe there’s a case for calling this 
the ‘misaligned figure 1’ variety in future.

I hope members will find the descriptions helpful. For myself, I’m just pleased 
to have the opportunity to set the record straight.

From top to bottom:
Positions 52, 74 and 110
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Postscript:
Just as ‘Runner Post’ was about to be published, I received a copy of SG41 
from Steve Wallace, the Society’s Rarer Stamps Co-ordinator. He felt it 
could be a previously unreported ‘small 1’ from another position of the 
overprint setting.  

Having examined the stamp carefully, I am quite convinced that what 
he has shown me is a copy of SG41a from position 74. This is confirmed, 
not only by the break in the first ‘t’ of ‘Protectorate’ in the overprint, but 
by other small but significant similarities which become apparent under 
the microscope. What is fascinating is the fact that the figure ‘1’ itself, 
although easily identifiable by the cut away top right corner of the vertical 
stroke, is 0.18mm higher, relative to the ‘d’, than on my example, thus 
appearing to be almost in line with the MID-POINT of the ‘d’ rather than 
the base.

This clearly invalidates my statement that the position of the ‘1’ relative to the ‘d’ is an identifying 
factor for the position 74 overprint. 

The vertical movement of the ‘1’ is not difficult to explain 
since being a figure from a smaller font of type, the physical 
dimensions of the piece of type in the vertical plane are less. 
This allows for movement relative to the ‘d’ in the vertical 
plane. I have no doubt that this is what has occurred.

A ‘Rail Letter’ card To England
by Peter Van der Molen

Not since Helmuth 
Hagen’s  art ic le 
on “The Railway 
L e t t e r  P o s t  i n 
B e c h u a n a l a n d 
P r o t e c t o r a t e ” 
in RP#3 (Spring 
1986, p.5-9) does 
anything further 
appear to have 
been published in 
the Runner Post 
on this fascinating 
t o p i c ,   s o  a n 
illustration of an 
actual item may be 
of interest. [AMG 
reminds me RP#43 
h a d  a  r a i l w a y 
theme including a 
Railway Letter Post 
cover on p.1019]

T h e  ½ d  K G V I 
Postal Stationery card illustrated was sent from Francistown to London, travelling the first part 
of the journey as a ‘Rail Letter’. With total franking of 4d, under the Empire Airmail Scheme the 
postcard rate to Britain was 1½d, while the Rail Letter fee at the time is recorded¹ as 2d, which 
leaves the card overfranked by ½d which cannot be explained but could be due to uncertainty 
about overseas postal rates on the part of Railway staff. The card and all adhesives are indistinctly 
cancelled with four strikes of the oval ‘SAR&H² /21 SEP 38/ FRANCISTOWN’ canceller. 

SG41a with raised ‘1’
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In the acceptance routine for a Rail Letter, a form T110 (see 
example used in Swaziland - left) would have been pasted 
on the reverse of the envelope, but on a postcard that would 
have obliterated part of the message, so the railway clerk 
wrote on the reverse of the card “Rail Letter 73” (shown 
below) and noted at bottom front “Post @ Mafeking”. The 
latter was complied with, as evidenced by the Mafeking 
Transit cancel dated 22 Sep 38 on the front.

When the card was delivered to the address at NW11, it 
was re-addressed to SW3 and was reposted, which accounts 
for the ‘GOLDERS GREEN / 30 SEP/ 1938/ NW11’ machine 
cancellation on the front. That also proves that the card 
would have gone by airmail since the transit time of 8 days 
from Mafeking to Golders Green could hardly be achieved 
by surface mail.

All aspects of Rail Letter 
Post are covered in great 
detail in ‘Railway Postal 
History of South Africa’ 
by H.S. Hagen and S.P. 
Naylor, published 1998 by 
the Philatelic Federation 
of South Africa; contact 
the Secretary of Federation 
at P.O. Box 9248, CINDA 
PARK 1463, South Africa 
or at pfsasec@mweb.co.za 
if you have difficulty in 
obtaining a copy.

Notes: 
1 - Hagen & Naylor, p.42 
2 - SAR&H = South 
African Railways & 
Harbours

Questions and Answers

Crocodile Pools
Our new member John Coates (an old returnee) has some questions about Crocodile Pools.

1. I have a copy of SG61 with a blue “Crocodile Pools” dated ? APR 00 
 a) Is the blue cancellation recorded? [Steve Wallace says he has a blue example - Ed.]

2. I have a cover; addressed to F T Carey, London bearing 8 x 1d SG61 tied by “Crocodile Pools - 
 South Africa” (black) dated 25 APR 00. Blue crayon registration lines and blue crayon reg. no. 
 Various backstamps: Bulawayo Registered (Circle: Red): 28 APR 00 / Capetown registered oval: 
  ? MAY 00 / London registered receival circle: 7 June 00 / London registered cachet (Red): 
 7 June 00 (Ties stamps on front)

 a) Mafeking was liberated on 17 April. When did the Croc. Pools Office close - what is the 
 latest recorded date?

 b) Mail by the northern route would ordinarily go through Bulawayo an then and Port  
 Elizabeth (?) for onward passage to London. This cover went to Bulawayo and then back to 
 Capetown. Is this route previously recorded?

 c) Does any member know of other items from the region addressed to F.T.Carey?
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Discovery of Unissued British Bechuanaland Wrapper

by Peter Thy and John Inglefield-Watson
In a recent contribution, 
we described and illustrated 
t w o  u n i s s u e d  B r i t i s h 
Bechuanaland wrappers 
that we judged to have 
forged overprints (RP#54). 
Since then an additional 
wrapper has appeared. It 
was recently offered on 
eBay as an unissued British 
Bechuanaland wrapper 
at a low starting bid. The 
bidding was finalized at 
about $160 after heated 
competition between several 
participants. Thanks to the 
assistance of the winning 
bidder, we have been able 
to obtain the illustration 
of the wrapper shown in 
Figure 1. An enlargement of 
the imprinted stamp with 
overprint is shown in Figure 
2. 

The unissued wrapper was 
made by overprinting a Cape of Good Hope, 1d wrapper of 1882 (H&G E2) with ‘BRITISH 

BECHUANALAND’ in serif capitals in two lines without full 
stop. The same Cape wrapper was used for the overprinted 
British Bechuanaland wrappers issued in 1887 (H&G E2; BBS 
WR 2) and again in 1889 (H&G E6; BBS WR 6). These issued 
wrappers are both overprinted in two lines with lower case, 
serif letters in black. Only the 1889 wrapper is with full stop 
after ‘Bechuanaland’. The overprinting style on the issued 
wrappers is in many respects similar to the newly discovered 
wrapper except for the use of capital letters on the latter. In 
this respect the new wrapper is clearly unissued. Likewise, the 
overprint on the new wrapper differs from those used on other 
issued postcards and registration envelopes. 

Two presumed essays for the issued Bechuanaland wrappers are 
known to exist (BBS WR E(1) and E(2)). They were both made 
by overprinting the Cape of Good Hope, 1/2d wrapper of 1882 
(H&G E1). Both of these essays are overprinted with capital serif 
letters. The overprint on WR E(2) is relatively similar to that 
on the new wrapper.  The overprint is also relatively similar to 
the overprint on a postcard essay (BBS PC E(1)) of which two 
examples are known to exist.  

Figure 3 compares the overprint on the new wrapper (A) with the overprint on the card essays (B 
and C) and the overprint on the previous known wrapper essay (D). There are some significant 
similarities and differences between the four overprints. ‘BRITISH BECHUANALAND’ measures 20.5 
mm (excluding serifs) on the new wrapper, but is slightly longer for the other overprints (20.8-
21 mm), disregarding any full stops. The height of the lettering is approximately 1.6 mm for all 
the overprints. The line separation (from base to base of lines) is 6 mm for the new wrapper, but 
appears to be around 5.2-5.3 mm for the other three overprints. 

Figure 1. Unissued wrapper made by overprinting the Cape of Good Hope, 
1d wrapper of 1882 (H&G E2) by ‘BRITISH BECHUANALAND’ without full stop. 

Note several pin holes and associated oxidation immediately 
right of the stamp and the text.

Figure 2. Enlargement of 
imprinted stamp with overprint 

(220% magnification).
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Thus, it is clear that the overprint on the new wrapper is 
slightly different from other overprint essays on postcards 
and wrappers. In addition, it lacks the full stop seen on the 
postcard overprints (B and C). Additional characteristics of 
the overprint on the new wrapper are a clear anticlockwise 
rotation of the last ‘D’ and a slightly raised first ‘A’ of 
‘BECHUANALAND’. It may also be noteworthy that the 
‘R’ of ‘BRITISH’ has a terminal curved upstroke that is only 
seen on the postcard essay (BBS PC E(1)). It is possible that 
the lack of full stop and the poor alignment may have been 
caused by a loose forme. 

We can in conclusion state that we find no compelling 
evidence that the wrapper is forged nor that it is genuine. In 
contrast to other overprinted wrappers judged to have forged 
overprints, there are no clear faults such as in the type used. 
Likewise, the type of wrapper overprinted is of a plausible 
type and raises no concern. It thus appears that the wrapper 
was produced as an essay for one of the two overprinted 
Cape of Good Hope, 1d wrappers issued in 1887 and 1889. 
However, it is surprising that in details the overprint does 
not match any of the other known overprints. It would be 
expected that potential overprinters would use the same 
type and the same forme to produce other relatively similar 
essays. The same reservation can be raised concerning other 
assumed Bechuanaland essays and does not necessarily 
imply that the new wrapper overprint was forged.

It should also be taken into account for evaluating this 
conclusion that two of the essay overprints discussed here 
(C and D) are only known from poor quality photographs 
requiring some enlargement for comparative purposes. It 
would undoubtedly be advantageous for the comparisons if 
these essays could be located. The postcard essay (C) was sold 
in recent years by Argyll Etkin, Ltd. The wrapper essay (D) 

was sold as part of the Barkaway collection by Harmers (25 June 1986; lot 640). Please let us know 
if you have any information on the whereabouts of these two essays. 

Thanks to David Britton for providing photocopies of the wrapper discussed in this note. 

Notes: The BBS numbers are quoted from Thy and Inglefield-Watson, The Bechuanalands and 
Botswana Postal Stationery, British Philatelic Trust, in press. The H&G numbers are from the 
Higgins and Gage Catalogue. 

Provisional British Bechuanaland Revenue Stamps
by Brian Trotter
In the early 1880’s, the western border of the Transvaal was in some confusion. The two petty 
Boer Republics of Stellaland and Goshen had been formed in Bechuana territory. Further west, 
the Germans had established their colony of South West Africa. The fear was that the Transvaal 
Boers and the Germans would link up, thus denying Britain’s advance northwards from the Cape 
Colony, into what was believed to be the mineral rich interior. In 1884, after some unrest in the 
area, General Sir Charles Warren was sent to Bechuanaland with a strong military expedition to 
protect British interests. His forces peacefully occupied Stellaland and Goshen, and they were then 
incorporated into of the new colony of British Bechuanaland in 1885.

Along with all the needs for the administration of a new colony, was that of revenue stamps. 
Initially revenue stamps of Stellaland were used, but as the low values began to run out, the 
6d and 1s revenue stamps of the Cape of Good Hope were provisionally handstamped “British 
Bechuanaland”. This was to tide things over until the issue of the Unappropriated Die dual-purpose 
postage and revenue stamps in November 1887.

Figure 3. Comparison of overprints. 
(A) wrapper illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 
(B) Postcard essay (PC E(1)). 
(C) Postcard essay (PC E(1)). This essay 
was part of the Watson Postcards and is 
enlarged from a photograph provided by 
Argyll Etkin Ltd. 
(D) Wrapper essay (WR E(1)). Enlarged 
from illustration in Harmers’ 1986 
catalogue of the Barkaway collection.
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The Cape of Good Hope provisional revenue 
stamps were handstamped in Cape Town. A letter 
from the Office of the Principal Distributor of 
Stamps in Cape Town to the Imperial Secretary 
on 18th November 1886 confirms the supply of 
13 sheets (1560 stamps) of the 6d and 17 sheets 
(2040 stamps) of the 1s handstamped “British 
Bechuanaland” (Fig. 1). The file contains no record 
of any additional sending, so this is believed to be 
the total number of stamps involved.

In response to later questions from the Colonial 
Office, the Agent General for the Cape of Good 
Hope confirmed that these provisional revenue 

stamps were withdrawn from circulation on 31st December 1887, as the new Unappropriated Dies 
were issued in November 1887. So the provisionals only remained in circulation for about a year.

The story opens again on 10th January 1906, with a letter from the Colonial Office to the Agent 
General of the Cape of Good Hope: “I am directed by the Earl of Elgin to inform you that a number 
of Revenue Stamps of the Cape of Good Hope, overprinted British Bechuanaland, are in possession 
of this Department. It appears that unsuccessful attempts were made in the year 1894 to dispose 
of these stamps and that they were then put away to be brought up again when he question of the 
annexation of British Bechuanaland to the Cape of Good Hope had been settled. The matter was, 
however, overlooked at the time.

The packet contains 1448 stamps of the nominal value of one shilling and 1419 of the nominal 
value of sixpence. It is possible that they are now of some philatelic value and I am to enquire 
whether, as they are presumably the property of the Colonial Government, you are prepared to 
receive them on their behalf.” 

Since the Cape Government had no further use for them, and apparently did not see them as 
having any significant philatelic value, decided to have them destroyed. A note from the Agent 
General’s Office to the Cape Treasury reads: “We hereby certify that the one thousand four hundred 
and forty eight shilling, and the one thousand four hundred and nineteen sixpenny Revenue 
Stamps (Surcharged British Bechuanaland), lately forming the subject of correspondence between 
the Colonial Office, the Hon. the Treasurer, Cape Town, and the Agent General for the Colony, 
have, in accordance with instructions contained in Treasury letter No. 500/06/301 A.G., dated 
the 31st of January 1906, been this day destroyed by fire, in our presence.” It was signed by the 
Secretary and by the Chief Clerk of the Agent General.

Given the original numbers handstamped (the terms overprinted and surcharged seem to have 
been used synonymously with handstamped), and subtracting the numbers destroyed, leaves 
only 141 of the 6d and 592 of the 1s stamps that were released. Not surprisingly, these stamps are 
not easy to find. Two documents are known with the 1s value, but so far no 6d values have been 
recorded on document.

Reference: Cape Government Archives in Cape Town

Postal Bid Sale No.12 – 12th July 2002
Results are as follows:

All other lots were unsold (BH)

Fig. 1 The two provisional revenue stamps (enlarged).

LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £ LOT £

1 11 2 91 4 3.50 5 3.50 6 6 7 11 8 12 9 1 11 11

14 1.50 15 7 16 4 17 3 18 2.50 19 4.50 20 41 21 1.50 26 2

27 2.50 28 6 29 23 30 9 31 13 32 276 36 10 38 3.50 41 3.50

43 20 44 20 45 11 46 3 48 9 49 1.50 50 1.50 51 1.50 52 29

53 26
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THE SOCIETY’S 13TH POSTAL BID SALE
The next postal bid sale of Bechuanalands and Botswana 

material will be held during late March or early April 2003.

Please take a good look through your collection and grasp the  
opportunity to convert your surplus material back into cash.

All material must be submitted to me, as Auctioneer, no later than 31st January 2003. 
Each item should be accompanied by a description, and an indication of any 

reserve price you wish to place on it.

It is my intention to actively seek out a good range of interesting material. 

If I’m successful in this, I intend to publish a properly illustrated list in semi-catalogue form 
during February next year. So - get searching NOW, and send whatever you can find to:

Brian Hurst, 11 Ivy Grove, Ripley, Derbyshire DE5 3HN, UK.

Telephone: 01773-742619    e-mail: hurst-chemist@msn.com

One of the over 50 items already in the 13th PBS is:
1900 (4 May) envelope “On active service From Tpr Melrose 
SRV Crocodile Pools” to Australia, signed by the Commanding 
Officer and bearing 1897 1d. Cancelled with extremely fine 
“CROCODILE POOLS/SOUTH AFRICA” c.d.s, Bulawayo, Sydney 
and Annandale c.d.s. on reverse; the envelope with light 
staining and the adhesive faded, though a rare cover from a 
member of the Southern Rhodesia Volunteers.   Destination 
is particularly unusual, since virtually all known covers are 
addressed to the U.K.

Estimate £375



From “The Illustrated London News” March 28th 1885. (reduced size)
THE BECUANALAND EXPEDITION -- FROM SKETCHES BY OUR SPECIAL ARTIST, MR. 

JULIUS M. PRICE, OF “METHUEN’S HORSE.” 

Laying a telegraph wire over 
the side of a rocky gorge

 Tent of friendly Boer on 
the road to Barkly.

 “Grub,” a Sketch in the  
commissariat lines, Barkly Camp

Sir Charles Warren’s 
travelling carriage

The telegraph section, Royal 
Engineers on the March







BECHUANALAND 1822 (Feb) incoming large part entire with the message written 
in palimpsest. Addressed to ‘Mr. Robert Moffat / Missionary, Lattakoo, South Africa / 
Care of the Revd. Dr. Philip / Cape Town / Cape of Good Hope’. Various manuscript 
endorsements including ‘Paid 1/4½’, ‘2’ and ‘Single’. Two different UK ‘PAID’ 
transits (17 Feb and 20 Feb) and large oval POST PAID SHIP Lr / LONDON all struck 
in red and rectangular INVERKEITHING mileage mark struck in black on reverse. At 
this date Lattakoo was situated near present day Kuruman. Faults including repaired 
tear from wax seal. A very rare example of incoming mail and possibly the earliest 
recorded, being within a year of Moffat’s arrival in May 1821. £1450

The Bechuanaland section of www.rhodesia.co.za has recently been updated 
and now lists over 450 items, the majority of which are illustrated.

BECHUANALAND

ALAN MACGREGOR
Member: PTS, SAPDA, APS

P O BOX 515,  SIMON’S TOWN 7995,  SOUTH AFRICA
Tel (+27 21): 786 1931    Fax: (+27 21) 786 1925

alan@rhodesia.co.za    www.rhodesia.co.za






























